Abstract

Risk based quality management is not new. Many different standards including CLSI standard EP23-A, ISO 14971, ISO 31000, and ISO 22367 address risk management in laboratories. Risk and safety are addressed in quality management systems, introduced to provide accreditation and recognition of health care institutions. Laboratory quality is different from other quality targets as quality of a test report begins and ends with the same individual; the patient. Therefore, it is a closed loop having direct repercussions to the patient. In addition, medical laboratories are unique in safety as there are biohazards and chemical hazards. When managing laboratories, we should ensure patient safety as the top priority while ensuring safety of the employees and the environment. The latest version of ISO15189:2022 standard emphasises more on safety and risks. The probability of hazards occurring should be understood, and the repercussions of a risk should be given consideration. Combining probability of occurrence and repercussions of risks will enable laboratories to prioritise and plan actions. This review is to provide insight on how quality management can be improved based on risk evaluation specially focusing on the ISO15189:2022 standard.

Introduction

Medical laboratories should ensure safety of patients by issuing reliable reports in a timely manner. The report should be of the same patient from whom the sample was collected. The report should carry correct information including measurement units, reference intervals, interpretations and recommendations. Can any of these go wrong? Yes, we come across ample records related to these failures. Now is the time to focus on risks associated with patient care. From a delay in generation of reports due to machine breakdown, internal quality control (IQC) failure to issuing of reports with incorrect information all carry risks to the patient which can be quantified. We need to manage and prevent occurrence of these in a proactive manner. This is the focus of ISO15189:2022 standard.

World Health Organization classifies safety levels and the general medical laboratories are categorised under safety level two. The medical laboratories handling highly virulent and infective microbes or viruses require level three facilities of biological safety.

Have you ever felt uncomfortable to walk or drive underneath a half-built bridge? Felt uncomfortable to walk near a falling tree? Climb up a very old ladder? If so, why? The answer is that you are worried about the related hazards and your safety, as you know you are at risk. When we work in health care institutions, we have a high risk of infection transmission. In a laboratory, in addition to infections, we get exposed to chemicals. Risks
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of fire, electric hazards, accidental falls and other physical injuries are almost the same as at home or office. Perhaps the fire hazard could be more with the usage of heating equipment, flammable gasses etc. Therefore, all these need to be included in the quality management program (QMP) of laboratories.\textsuperscript{1,2,3}

To begin with, we should first focus on a few definitions in risk management. What is harm? Harm is defined as injury or damage to the health of people, property or environment. Therefore we should eliminate, mitigate or control harmful elements in laboratories. What is hazard? Hazard is a source of potential harm. We fear to walk under a half-built bridge or to climb an old ladder, because they all are related to a potential harm or a hazard. What is risk? Risk is the combination of probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of the effect caused by that harm. Risk gives a weightage to a hazard. i.e. a risk shows the likelihood of occurrence of hazard and if ever occurs how dangerous it is going to be.\textsuperscript{2,4,5,6,7}

If we consider common and routine practices and requirements important to assure safety in medical laboratories, which of the following should be the priority to rectify and why?

1. Absence of an eye wash station.
2. Absence of fire alarms.
3. Absence of employee vaccination against hepatitis B.
4. Absence of critical or alert results informing system.
5. Absence of back up machine or process for a machine breakdown.
6. Absence of competency evaluation of employees for the tasks assigned.
7. Absence of policy and procedures for the acceptance of compromised samples.
8. Absence of preventive maintenance established fully as per the manufacturer’s instructions.
9. Absence of calibration at least once, upon installation of an automated full count analyser.

You would agree that rectifying all these is important. However, you cannot prioritise them unless you have a procedure to prioritise them. ISO 22367: 2021 standard gives insight on how to apply risk management to medical laboratories, and how to prioritise and control them.

Imagine a hypothetical laboratory having all the above listed nine issues. Where should we begin? Can we give a weightage to the potential harm of each safety issue mentioned? Can we tolerate and accept the risk and continue surveillance? When making decisions, ‘gut feeling’ or instinct may be valid in some circumstances, but without objectivity, we are unable to standardise a situation and take appropriate action against it. Thus, objective decision making is a necessity when taking actions.

**How do we recognise potential hazards and risks?**

Hazards of medical laboratories are documented in literature and in textbooks. Yet, those are generic. Practices between laboratories can vary. Therefore, risks must be individualised and focused to each laboratory. The important tools for recognition of harm or potential failures or potential risks in a laboratory include following;

1. Customer complaints.
2. Incident records.
3. Failure investigations.
4. Audits.
5. Nonconformity reports.
6. Publicly available incident data of similar laboratories.
7. Standards and practice guidelines.
8. Expert opinion.
9. Literature.

Having a comprehensive system to obtain, evaluate and rectify customer complaints appropriately in a timely manner provides a laboratory an opportunity to evaluate hazards. Traumatic venepuncture, not giving proper instructions on patient preparation, delay in release of results, errors in reports, failure to inform critical results...
within 20 minutes to the clinician or to the patient, and delay in collecting blood for a request labelled urgent are few potential examples of customer complaints which address very important patient safety issues. Based on each complaint, the laboratory should perform risk analysis. In addition, documentation of every complaint is important as it gives objective evidence of occurrence such as where, when, how, by whom, and why it occurred. This is the foundation for continual improvement when planning to prevent or control the occurrence of these risk related activities. In addition, laboratories should develop a comprehensive surveillance to foresee potential patient harm to take preventive measures. Preventive actions should be proactive and evidence based. Sound evidence on the potential harm may be obtained from literature, incidence data of other laboratories, instinct or professional judgement of experts.

What do we do with identified risks?

Identified risks should be analysed, evaluated, controlled, eliminated, mitigated, re-evaluated and continuously monitored. In risk evaluation, a decision is made on whether the risk is acceptable or not. Titan underwater expedition could have been stopped if they evaluated the measurable or potential risk of implosion by several underwater expeditions. They focused only on the technical success of continuous manoeuvring and the number of repeated successful trips. They ignored the potential wear off, pressure related weaknesses of carbon fibres etc.

In risk analysis, the first decision that should be taken is whether the risk is acceptable or not. Acceptance of a deteriorated sample and issuing a report on it can save a life or can totally mislead the clinical decision. Considering the urgency, testing of an under filled or over filled sample received for coagulation tests will not give reliable results to support the management of a patient. Not only will the result be unreliable, but it will carry a risk too. However, under filled samples received for blood counts or blood picture should not necessarily be rejected. If it is from a neonate or from emergency care, the information obtained by analysis can be useful in the initial decision making. In such instances, accepting compromised samples can be lifesaving. Therefore, the judgement of the acceptability of the risk should be an expert opinion and a well-informed opinion. If the risk is unacceptable, we must estimate how bad the effect will be and prioritise and plan the corrective or preventive actions.

Risk based quality management includes implementation of an appropriate and comprehensive risk based internal quality control program. Moving averages and sigma metrics also have been implemented successfully in small scale laboratories. Online platforms of computer database and artificial intelligence related applications can also be incorporated easily into risk analysis.

The failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) provide objective estimation of risks in routine practice. FMEA explores all the possible ways a procedure or a process can go wrong leading to failure or error generation. In medical laboratory practice, pre-analytical phase, analytical phase, and post-analytical phase are the key areas needing risk assessment. These areas are too broad and provide no directives on what to assess or where to focus. We have to break every process or procedure into smallest possible tasks and then consider all possible ways these can fail.

Table 1 gives an idea on few key steps in the pre-analytical phase and its potential failures.

In addition, fault tree analysis (FTA) is also applied in risk assessment. FTA starts from a hazard and analyses downward to find root causes. FTA can be built like a story, unravelling the causes one by one for each failure. In FTA, a fault tree diagram is created to identify failure events, initiators and contributors. Finally it helps to evaluate the relationship between failures and initiating events or contributing factors. These are prepared as flow charts using symbols to signify different components. For example, if a fire had erupted, FTA is created to find the cause for fire ignition, cause for the LP gas leak, how the Bunsen burner was ignited, whether there was a gas leak sensor and if so why it failed, why the burner was not switched off when the flame was blown off by the...
AC blower, why the last officer involved in wire loop sterilisation was compelled to respond to an urgent call, why there had been limited number of officers on duty, whether it was a holiday, whether the emergency response team member to whom the task was assigned was in a remote place etc. In this way, the analysis generates a pyramid with associated factors for each failure.

**Table 1. Potential failures in the pre-analytical phase**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process/step</th>
<th>Potential failure</th>
<th>Reason for failure</th>
<th>Consequences of failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test request generation</td>
<td>Failure in identifying and guessing the test</td>
<td>– Illegible handwriting</td>
<td>– A wrong test will be done&lt;br&gt;– Delay in performing correct test as verification takes time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absence of important clinical information in the request form for blood picture</td>
<td>– Not updated on correct filling of test request forms&lt;br&gt;– Lack of knowledge on the importance of giving clinical details&lt;br&gt;– Busy clinic</td>
<td>– Inability to interpret or comment&lt;br&gt;– Suggesting further unnecessary investigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absence of sample collection for urine haemosiderin</td>
<td>– Not knowing the requirement</td>
<td>– Random sample collection instead of early morning first voided urine sample&lt;br&gt;– False negative results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All the above; test guessing when bill is generated, no clinical details and timing of sample collection</td>
<td>– The laboratory uses a bill generated by reception as the test request.&lt;br&gt;– Laboratory receives the bill with list of tests.&lt;br&gt;– No procedure to obtain a test request form</td>
<td>– All the above can occur as a consequence of using a reception generated bill as the test request received at the laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing information on patient preparation</td>
<td>Collection of a non-fasting sample</td>
<td>– Information on fasting not available in the sample collection manual</td>
<td>– Collection of a random, non-fasting sample leading to error results generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample tube filling</td>
<td>Failure to adhere to sample filling order</td>
<td>– PT/APTT tubes collected after EDTA tube using vacutainer</td>
<td>– Contamination of coagulation sample with EDTA&lt;br&gt;– Incorrect PT /APTT results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticoagulant mixing</td>
<td>Inadequate mixing</td>
<td>– New phlebotomist is not aware about the correct procedure</td>
<td>– Sample rejection&lt;br&gt;– Incorrect results (platelet/PT/APTT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once such data sets for each and every failure are completed, we should estimate the likelihood of occurrence of such failures and grade their consequences. There are many different risk matrices available. The laboratories can use any of those as per their discretion. For example, in the risk matrix given below which quantifies the risk (Figure 1), any value above 15 needs urgent attention.

If a particular laboratory rates the probability of occurrence of a failed test identification is due to illegibility of handwritten test requests, it is likely we would give a score of 4. Consequences of wrong test identifications can have many repercussions on the patients thus, we would give a score of 4 to that as well. Then the weighted risk is $4 \times 4 = 16$. As per the matrix adopted (Figure 1), 16 is above 15. Therefore, failed test identification is a high-risk scenario needing urgent attention. Thus, the laboratory should implement remedial actions immediately.

Introduction of a printed “check list – test request form” will eliminate the misidentification issue. The remaining risk after introduction of such test request forms can be considered negligible. Any action other than introduction of test request forms such as contacting the doctor who has written the request to verify the test or getting help from the most experienced technical officer to read the request will carry a significant residual risk to the patient if the wrong test is performed.

A study conducted on risk management related to “not received samples” by Troiano et al. shows success in evaluating the errors. They have noted that more errors occur during night shifts and weekends. They have identified high patient load, less nursing staff, sleep deprivation and work-related stress as issues affecting error generation related to laboratory tests. They have proposed employee sensitisation on errors as an effective method of minimising errors.

When should laboratories conduct the risk analysis?

If a laboratory can perform a risk analysis using FMEA and risk matrix, it can plan continual improvement based on the risks identified. We describe this as risk-based quality management. However, as a routine practice, laboratories can implement risk analysis on following instances to prevent occurrence of serious risk related issues as a proactive measure.

![Figure 1. An example of a risk matrix.](image-url)
1. Before introducing a new test method, alteration of test method, purchasing a new analyser, or changing reagent brand.
2. Before recruitment of new members to the laboratory.
3. When there are any incidents, accidents, customer complaints.
4. Before renovations, shifting the laboratory to a new location.
5. Before changing key policies, procedures and processes affecting quality.
6. Before making any changes into key systems.

**The way forward to strengthen laboratory network practices and standardisation**

This needs leadership through professional organisations. Wisconsin laboratory network USA, shows a successful story on effective implementation of activities such as establishing a technical advisory group and coordination of workshops, training programmes, regional meetings etc. Facilitating networking in an organised manner ensures complete implementation of biosafety programmes in regional laboratories. Sri Lanka College of Haematologists (SLCH) can coordinate such activities focusing on how to address key issues pertaining to laboratory safety, quality management and standardisation. Developing consensus agreement on risk assessment and related procedures through SLCH will support the accreditation process with no ambiguity in decision making as assessors.

In addition, a model described in Zheijiang province, China, provides some directives on how to successfully manage biosafety in level 2 laboratories (1721 laboratories) through implementation of a coordinated model called “Standardisation, informatisation, normalisation, and systematisation” (SINS model). Through SINS model, they have implemented different programmes and thematic presentations as “prevention first” “clear responsibilities” “reasonable management of incidents” etc. They have shown improvement of knowledge base on appropriate safety from 52.7% (in 2009) to 83.7% (in 2017). ISO 15189:2022 standard as well stresses the need for defining responsibilities rather than job descriptions or activity lists for laboratory employees.

Wolfgang et al. describes the importance of repeated laboratory benchmarking based on a global study done in over seven hundred laboratories across Europe, Middle East and Africa. As standards for quality and safety increase, Sri Lanka should also take steps to set benchmarks and restructure its laboratories to meet new challenges.

Laboratories should implement failure reporting and corrective action program (FRCAP). As any failure is a learning process, sharing such information at professional forums and network laboratories provide optional preventive measures to be adopted in other laboratories when appropriate.

Quality control program (QCP) or quality management program (QMP) of laboratories should analyse potential weaknesses in the processes in a proactive manner. Collecting information on systems, processes and procedures in place and expected performance of each with allowable deviations and potential unhealthy deviations or occurrence of failures should be identified as potential risks. For a given set of identified risks, control measures should be introduced to mitigate potential deviations or lapses. If hazards are identified, actions to be taken should be defined. It is a continuous process with surveillance and with any failures, after corrections, it has to be included in QCP/QMP. As an example, internal quality control (IQC) failures due to mishandling of an IQC sample can generate incorrect results. The delay in sample analysis can occur due to troubleshooting etc. thus we can identify it as a potential risk. We should implement a method to ensure that all the technical personnel always handle IQC samples in the same manner defined by manufacturer.

The risk-based quality management of medical laboratories ensures health care quality and safety. Therefore, implementing risk-based quality management is a major social responsibility of all medical laboratories to ensure safety of patients, employees and environment. For this we are...
accountable as specialists in the field. I hope this article will provide all of us with some directives on how to start risk based quality management in our laboratories.
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